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4 Localizações indicadas 

 by Lindsey Gira   

Bar Noble 

"Heady Cocktails"

Bar Noble is an epitome for liquid appetites, with an elegant and a plush

vibe, sleek service, passionate bartenders and over 500 cocktails to

choose from. You cannot miss the 'Great Sunrise' that won the World

Cocktail Championship in 2011, and created right here, in this bar. They

have other cocktails with a variety of bases such as cognac, rum, fresh

cream, vodka, and they also serve also fresh fruit mojitos. With the

bartenders that seem to know it all, the charming parade of mixology and

the chic presentation of the final drink, Bar Noble is a must-visit.

 +81 45 243 1673  noble-

aqua.com/bar_noble/index.html

 2-7 Yoshidamachi, Yokohama

 by Joel Olives   

Antenna America 

"American Craft Beer Magic"

Antenna America gets to Yokohama, best from the flavors of American

craft beer. There are 8 taps of beer and an elaborate variety of bottles and

cans to choose from. The impeccable selection of the beers that are

served here, the tasty food consisting of burgers, ribs, chicken and more,

the relaxed vibe of the place, the amazing Foosball table and the music

are what make Antenna America worth visiting time and again.

 +81 45 315 5228  www.antenna-

america.com/

 info@antenna-america.com  5-4 Yoshidamachi, Yoshida

Building, 5th & 6th Floors,

Yokohama

 by Marler   

Downbeat 

"Good drinks, good jazz"

Downbeat has been serving drinks to jazz lovers for more than 40 years,

and it is still as popular as ever. The owner's record collection, which

totals over 3,000 LPs, provides most of the music, but once a month there

is a live session. The lounge-style seats and low tables provide a very

relaxed atmosphere to enjoy your drinks--and the music. Make sure you

eat before you drop into Downbeat; the place serves only very light

snacks, such as mixed nuts and cheese. There is, however, a very

comprehensive drink menu. Bourbon is the most popular drink here and

this is closely followed by gin and lime, an unusual choice, but a favorite

among the regular clients.

 +81 45 241 6167  www.yokohama-downbeat.com/  1-43,HanaSaki-chou, Naku-ku,

Yokohama
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 by marfis75   

Thumbs Up 

"Chic Bar with Live Music"

Regarded as one of the best live music bar in Yokohama, Thumbs Up

delights one and all with its calender featuring some outstanding local as

well as international musicians. It is open from 6p till late in the night, and

its friendly vibe attracts locals as well as tourists alike. From rock and roll

to folk music, the bar offers something to every music lover. Located in

Nishi-ku, the bar also doubles up as a restaurant, serving exquisite

American dishes like Teriyaki Avocado Burger, Beef Steak and Smoked

Salmon Roll for dinner. Call ahead or visit their website to know more.

 +81 45 314 8705  stovesyokohama.com/  live@stovesyokohama.com  Minamisaiwai 2-1-22,

Soutetsu Movil 3F, Yokohama
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